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We have performed two-dimensional simulations of core collapse supernovae that encompass shock re-
vival by neutrino heating, neutrino-driven convection, explosive nucleosynthesis, the growth of Rayleigh-
Taylor instabilities, and the propagation of newly formed metal clumps through the exploding star. A
simulation of a Type II explosion in a 15 M blue supergiant progenitor is presented, that conrms our ear-
lier Type II models and extends their validity to times as late as 5.5 hours after core bounce. We also study
a Type Ib-like explosion, by simply removing the hydrogen envelope of the progenitor model. This allows for
a rst comparison of Type II and Type Ib evolution. We present evidence that the hydrodynamics of core
collapse supernovae beyond shock revival diers markedly from the results of simulations that have followed
the Rayleigh-Taylor mixing starting from ad hoc energy deposition schemes to initiate the explosion. We nd
iron group elements to be synthesized in an anisotropic, dense, low-entropy shell that expands with velocities
of  17 000 km=sshortlyaftershockrevival:ThegrowthofRayleigh−TaylorinstabilitiesattheSi=Oand(C +
O)=Hecompositioninterfacesoftheprogenitor; seededbytheflow−structuresresultingfromneutrino−drivenconvection; lea
rich\clumps′′:Thisfragmentationstartsalready 20 saftercorebounceandiscompletewithinthefirstfewminutesoftheexplo
 300 stheydecouplefromtheflowandstarttopropagateballisticallyandsubsonicallythroughtheHecore; withthemaximumvel
3500−5500 km=s:Thisearly\clumpdecoupling′′leadstosignificantlyhigher56Ni velocities at t = 300 sthaninone−
dimensionalmodelsoftheexplosion; demonstratingthatmulti−dimensionaleffectswhichareatworkwithinthefirstminutes
likemodel; wefindthattherearelargedifferencesinthefinalmaximumnickelvelocitiesbetweenbothcases:Inthe\Type Ib′′mod
3500−5500 km=sfort 300 s; whileintheType IImodeltheydropsignificantlyfort > 1500 s:Inthelattercase; themassivehydr
richclumpspossesssupersonicspeeds; beforetheyaresloweddownbydragforcesto 1200 km=satatimeof20 000 spost−
bounce:While; duetothisdeceleration; themaximumvelocitiesofiron−groupelementsinSN1987Acannotbereproducedincase
progenitor, the \Type Ib" model is in fairly good agreement with observed clump velocities and the amount
of mixing inferred for Type Ib supernovae. Thus it appears promising for calculations of synthetic spectra
and light curves. Furthermore, our simulations indicate that for Type Ib explosions the pattern of clump
formation in the ejecta is correlated with the structure of the convective pattern prevailing during the shock-
revival phase. This might be used to deduce observational constraints for the dynamics during this early
phase of the evolution, and the role of neutrino heating in initiating the explosion.
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Introduction
The strong shock wave that has torn apart Sk -69◦ 202 and in consequence has given rise to Supernova SN
1987 AintheLargeMagellanicCloudonFebruary23rd; 1987; hasalsoshatteredtheatthattimewidelysharedbeliefthatsupernov
and its decay products had formed in the innermost regions of the ejecta and propagated out to the
outer layers of the hydrogen envelope (i.e. close to the supernova’s photosphere) within only days after
core collapse [compare e.g.][]MBB01. For a bibliography of the observational evidence see the reviews of
HillebrandtHoeflich89; ABKW89; MCCray93; Nomoto + 94; Wooden97; Mueller98; andthereferencestherein:
Spherical symmetry is not only broken in case of SN 1987A:Thisisapparentlyagenericfeature; asisindicatedbythespectra
104 relative to local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) conditions in order to reproduce the characteristic
strong He lines of this supernova type. It was shown later by Lucy91 and Swartz+93 that the presence of
the He I lines and the implied departures from LTE can be understood in terms of impact excitations and
ionizations by nonthermal electrons. The latter are presumed to originate from Compton-scattering of the
γ-rays from 56Co decay and hence this hints toward signicant outward mixing of 56Co. Articially mixed
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one-dimensional explosion models of Type Ib progenitors indeed yield good ts to observed Type Ib spectra
and light curves WE97,Shigeyama+90.
Such observations have stimulated theoretical and numerical work on hydrodynamic instabilities, which
up to now has been dichotomized into two distinct classes. On the one hand multi-dimensional modelling of
the explosion mechanism was attempted HBC92,BurrowsFryxell93; Miller+93; HBFC94; BHF95; JM96; Mezzacappa+
98; mainlywiththeaimtoanswerthequestionastowhichextentconvectiveinstabilitiesarehelpfulforgeneratingneutrino−
drivenexplosions:Therefore; thesesimulationshavebeenconstrainedtotheearlyshockpropagationphaseuptoaboutoneseconda
In contrast, hydrodynamic models of the late-time shock propagation and the associated formation of




rayandγ-ray spectra formation, dier from this universally adopted approach by making use of parameter-
ized, aspherical shock waves.
All Rayleigh-Taylor calculations, that have been carried out to date for reproducing the mixing in
SN 1987 A; sharethesameproblem : Withatmost2000 km=stheirmaximum56Ni velocities are signicantly




The above controversy demonstrates the need for models which link observable features at very large
radii to the actual energy source and the mechanism of the explosion. Without such models, interpre-
tation of observational data requires caution. With the present work, which is the rst in a series of
papers on non-spherical core collapse supernova evolution, we attempt to provide this link for the stan-
dard paradigm of neutrino-driven supernovae. We have performed the rst one and two-dimensional hy-
drodynamic calculations of Type II and Type Ib-like explosions of blue supergiant stars that reach from
20 msupto20 000 s(i:e:5:5hrs)aftercorebounce:Thus;wefollowtheevolutionwellbeyondthetimeofshockeruptionfromthestell
T aylorinstabilitiesatthecompositioninterfacesoftheprogenitorstaraftershockpassage:Weemployhighspatialresolution; w
This paper is organized as follows: We start with an account of the physical assumptions and numerical
methods implemented in our computer codes in Sect. sect:codes. We then describe our stellar model in
Sect. sect:star. Our boundary conditions along with some technical details of our computational strategy are
discussed in Sect. sect:setup. This is then followed in Sect. sect:rstsecwithourdescriptionoftheearlyevolutionupto0:82second
revivalmodel; fromwhichwestartallsubsequentcalculations:Toillustrateitsphysicsasclearlyaspossible; wefirstpresenttheo
dimensionalcaseinSect: sect : firstsec1Dandthenthetwo−dimensionalresultsinSect: sect : firstsec2D:Inthesamemannerw
The codes sect:codes
There is as yet no numerical code that could satisfactorily handle all the computational diculties
encountered in the modelling of core collapse supernovae over the time scales that we are interested in in
this paper. Fortunately, however, such a code is not mandatory for studying the eects that are responsible
for the formation and propagation of the nickel clumps. A crucial simplication arises from the fact that
the physical character of the explosion changes fundamentally from a neutrino-hydrodynamic to a purely
hydrodynamic problem once the shock has been revived and launched successfully by neutrino heating.
A simulation of the long-time evolution of the ejecta can therefore be split into two parts. A neutrino-
hydrodynamic calculation that encompasses the challenges of modelling neutrino-driven explosions but does
not require an extremely high dynamical range of the spatial resolution, since only the innermost stellar core
needs to be resolved adequately. In contrast, in the second, hydrodynamic part, the physics of the problem
simplies to the solution of the hydrodynamic equations because (to a good approximation) the central
neutron star influences the dynamics of the ejecta only via its gravitational attraction and can otherwise be
disregarded. It is this part of the calculation, however, where a high spatial resolution is essential in order
to resolve the growth and expansion of Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities.
The separation into two largely independent problems might not be appropriate, if one is interested in
an accurate determination of quantities that are influenced by the long-time hydrodynamic evolution of the
layers near the neutron star. Among these quantities are the yields of r-process elements and the amount
of fallback, which depend on the properties of the neutrino-driven wind as well as on the propagation of
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reverse shocks through the inner ejecta. We will not address these problems in the present work. Instead,
we have developed two dierent codes to solve each of the sub-tasks described above: A modied version of
the hydrodynamics code of JM96 (henceforth JM96) that includes neutrino eects, and the adaptive mesh
renement (AMR) code AMRA, a FORTRAN implementation of the AMR algorithm of BC89. Here we
discuss only the most important features of these codes and give some details of our hydrodynamic advection
scheme. AMRA is described in length in PM01.
Our goal is to study the main observational consequences of hydrodynamic instabilities in dierent
layers of a supernova. We do not attempt to compete with the contemporary, highly sophisticated mod-
elling of neutrino-driven explosions (for which an accurate treatment of neutrino transport is indispens-
able). For our purpose, a simple neutrino light-bulb algorithm, as the one of JM96, has the advantage to
save enormous amounts of computer time as compared to detailled transport codes [see][and the references
therein]RamppJanka02:Omittingthecoreoftheneutronstarandreplacingitbyaboundarycondition; thatparameterizesitscontr
drivenexplosions:Thelocaleffectsofneutrinoheatingandcoolingbyallrelevantprocessesaretreatedreasonablywellwithourlig
bulbscheme:However; alight−bulbdescription; ofcourse; neglectsallformsofback−reactionstotheneutrinofluxesandspectra
basedschemefortheneutrinotransportthataccountsforspectralandluminositymodificationsduetosucheffects:Thisnewtrea
dimensionalsimulations:Thecalculationsinthispaper; however; werestillperformedwiththelight−bulbcode:
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